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Atheism and atheists 
  
Atheism is the beginning of all iniquity. 

The Decalogue  
  
 

Bible, interpretations of 
  
And Moses shows this in other passages also, when he says, "And in the morning the dew lay round 

about the hosts; and when the dew that lay in the morning was gone up, behold! upon the face of the 
wilderness there lay a small round thing, small as coriander seed [Numbers 11:7] and white like the hoar-
frost upon the earth. And when they saw it, they said one to another, what is this? for they knew not what it 
was, and Moses said them, This is the bread which the Lord hath given you to eat, this is the thing which 
the Lord hath commanded you." [Exodus 16:13] 

You see now what kind of thing the food of the Lord is, it is the continued word of the Lord, like dew, 
surrounding the whole soul in a circle, and allowing no portion of it to be without its share of itself. And 
this word is not apparent in every place, but wherever there is a vacant space, void of passions and vice; 
and it is subtle both to understand and to be understood, and it is exceedingly transparent and clear to be 
distinguished, and it is like coriander seed. And agriculturists say that the seed of the coriander is capable 
of being cut up and divided into innumerable pieces, and if sown in each separate piece and fragment, it 
shoots up just as much as the whole seed could do. Such also is the word of God, being profitable both in 
its entirety and also in every part, even if it be ever so small. 

Allegorical Interpretation, III  
  
Human life is "like unto a smoking furnace" [Genesis 15:17], because it has not a pure fire and an 

unalloyed brilliancy but a great deal of smoke, smoking darkly through the flame, which causes mist and 
darkness, and an obscuration, not of the body but of the soul, so that this last cannot discern things clearly, 
until God the redeemer commands the heavenly lamps to arise, I mean those more pure and more holy 
radiations which unite those parts previously divided in two, on the right hand and on the left and, at the 
same time, illuminate them, being the causes of harmony and of lucid clearness. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, III  
  
If any one should wish to make an examination of the question of that ark of Noah's on more natural 

principles, he will find it to have been the preparation of the human body. 
Questions and Answers on Genesis, II  

  
What is meant by the three sons of Noah being named Shem, Ham, and Japhet? [Genesis 5:32] 
These names are the symbols of three human things, what is good, what is bad, and what is indifferent; 

Shem is the symbol of what is good, Ham of what is bad, and Japhet of what is indifferent. 
Questions and Answers on Genesis, I  

  
When Moses speaks of the vineyards, he means them as emblem of cheerfulness, and the olive gardens 

as a symbol of light. 
On the Unchangeableness of God  

  
 

Body, relation to spirit 
  
For in reality a soul of a wise man has heaven for its country, and looks upon earth as a strange land, 

and considers the house of wisdom his own home; but the house of the body, a lodging-house, in which it 
proposes to sojourn for a while. 

On Husbandry  
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Cain, and Abel 
  
For Abel, who refers everything to God, is the God-loving opinion; and Cain, who refers everything to 

himself (for his name, being interpreted, means ‘acquistion’), is the self-loving opinion. 
And we read in a subsequent passage, "Cain rose up against Abel, his brother, and slew him." [Genesis 

4:8] For according to the first imagination, he suggests the idea that Abel has been killed. But if you look at 
it according to the most accurate investigation, you will see that he intimates that Cain himself was slain by 
himself, so that we ought to read it thus: "Cain rose up and killed himself," and not the other. And very 
reasonably may we attribute this to him. For the soul, which destroys out of itself the virtue-loving and 
God-loving principle, has died as to the life of virtue, so that Abel (which appears a most paradoxical 
assertion) is both dead and alive. He is dead, indeed, having been slain by the foolish mind, but he lives 
according to the happy life which is in God. And the holy oracle which has been given will bear witness, 
which expressly says, that he cried out loudly, and betrayed clearly by his cries what he had suffered from 
the concrete evil, that is from the body. For how could one who no longer existed have conversed? 

The Worse Attacks the Better  
  
 

Change, and impermanence 
  
Every single individual among us (which is the most surprising thing of all) is subject to infinite 

changes and variations both in body and soul, and sometimes chooses and sometimes rejects things which 
are subject to no changes themselves, but which by their intrinsic nature do always remain in the same 
condition. For the same fancies do not strike the same men when they are well and when they are ill, nor 
when they are awake and when they are asleep, nor when they are young and when they are old. And a man 
who is standing still often conceives different ideas from those which he entertains when he is in motion; 
and also when he is courageous, or when he is alarmed; again when he is grieved, or when he is delighted, 
and when he is in love, he feels differently from what he does when he is full of hatred. And why need I be 
prolix and deep dwelling on these points? For, in short, every motion of both body and soul, whether in 
accordance with nature or in opposition to nature, is the cause of a great variation and change respecting the 
appearances which present themselves to us; from which all sorts of inconsistent and opposite dreams arise 
to occupy our minds. 

On Drunkenness  
  
Many souls that have been in love with perseverance and temperance, when removed to a distance from 

the passions, have nevertheless withstood the power of God, and have undergone a change for the worse, 
while their Master has made a display of himself and of the work of creation; for of himself, he is always 
immovable, but the work of creation vibrates as if in a scale, and inclines opposite ways at different times. 

Allegorical Interpretation, II  
  
The life of man is like a sea, it is liable to every description of agitation and change, even in the height 

of prosperity; for nothing earth-born is firmly established, but all such things are carried about to and fro, 
like a vessel which is driven about in the sea by contrary winds. 

From a manuscript in the Bodleian library  
  
 

Contemplation 
  
When the Soul, through the whole range of her words and works, is filled with God, then the call of the 

senses ceases, all the troublesome and ill-omened voices — the voices of Sight and Hearing and Smell, and 
all sense-perception — they all cease; the mind goes forth from the City of the Soul and refers her doings 
and her thoughts to God.  
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Creation 
  
It is indispensable that in all existing things there must be an active cause, and a passive subject; and 

that the active cause is the intellect of the universe, thoroughly unadulterated and thoroughly unmixed, 
superior to virtue and superior to science, superior even to abstract good or abstract beauty; while the 
passive subject is something inanimate and incapable of motion by any intrinsic power of its own, but 
having been set in motion, and fashioned, and endowed with life by the intellect, became transformed into 
that most perfect work, this world. And those who describe it as being uncreated, do, without being aware 
of it, cut off the most useful and necessary of all the qualities which tend to produce piety, namely, 
providence: for reason proves that the father and creator has a care for that which has been created; for a 
father is anxious for the life of his children, and a workman aims at the duration of his works, and employs 
every device imaginable to ward off everything that is pernicious or injurious, and is desirous by every 
means in his power to provide everything which is useful or profitable for them. But with regard to that 
which has not been created, there is no feeling of interest as if it were his own in the breast of him who has 
not created it. 

On the Creation  
  
 

Creation, as an image  of God 
  
"God made man, having taken clay from the earth, and he breathed into his face the breath of life." By 

this expression he shows most clearly that there is a vast difference between man as generated now, and the 
first man who was made according to the image of God. For man as formed now is perceptible to the 
external senses, partaking of qualities, consisting of body and soul, man or woman, by nature mortal. But 
man, made according to the image of God, was an idea, or a genus, or a seal, perceptible only by the 
intellect, incorporeal, neither male nor female, imperishable by nature. 

On the Creation  
  
 

Creation, from nothing [ex nihilo] 
  
But Boethus adduces the most convincing arguments, which we shall proceed to mention immediately; 

for if, says he, the world was created and is liable to destruction, then something will be made out of 
nothing, which appears to be most absurd even to the Stoics. Why so? Because it is not possible to discover 
any cause of destruction either within or without, which will destroy the world. For on the outside there is 
nothing except perhaps a vacuum, inasmuch as all the elements in their integrity are collected and 
contained within it, and within there is no imperfection so great as to be the cause of dissolution to so great 
a thing. 

Again, if it is destroyed without any cause, then it is plain that from something which has no existence 
will arise the engendering of destruction, which is an idea quite inadmissible by reason. 

Concerning the World  
  
 

Creation, is perpetual 
  
God never ceases from making some thing or other; but, as it is the property of fire to burn, and of snow 

to chill, so also it is the property of God to be creating. 
Allegorical Interpretation, I  

  
Nothing that is created wholly dies; 
But one thing parted and combined with others 
Produces a fresh form. 

Allegorical Interpretation, I  
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Creation, purpose of 
  
For come now, suppose any one should say, what things must meet together, that any house or city may 

be made? Must there not be a builder, and stones, and timber, and tools? What then is the builder, but the 
cause by whom the house or city is built? And what are the stones and timber, but the materials of which 
the buildings is made? And what are the tools, but the things by means of which it is made? And for what 
reason is it built, except to serve as a shelter and protection? This is the object. Now passing on from these 
particular buildings, consider the greatest house or city, namely, this world, for you will find that God is the 
cause of it, by whom it was made. That the materials are the four elements, of which it is composed; that 
the instrument is the word of God, by means of which it was made; and the object of the building you will 
find to be the display of the goodness of the Creator. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
 

Detachment, dispassion 
  
And do not pride yourself either on your wealth, or on your glory, or on the beauty of your person, or 

on your strength, or on anything of the same kind as the objects at which foolish empty-headed persons are 
apt to be elated; considering that, in the first place, these things have no connection at all with the nature of 
good, and secondly, that they are liable to rapid changes, fading away in a manner before they have time to 
flourish permanently. 

The Special Laws, I  
  
 

Duality 
  
Duality is the beginning of discord. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, I  
  
 

Duality, and relativity, uses of 
  
In reference to virtue or to vice, what is advantageous is recognized by a comparison with what is 

injurious, what is beautiful by a comparison with what is unseemly, what is just and generally good, by 
placing it in juxtaposition with what is unjust and bad. And, indeed, if any one considers everything that 
there is in the world, he will be able to arrive at a proper estimate of its character, by taking it in the same 
manner; for each separate thing is by itself incomprehensible, but by a comparison with another thing, is 
easy to understand it. 

On Drunkenness  
  
 

Eden, garden/story of 
  
For what has been said in words, indeed, is applicable to the serpent, but in reality it is meant to apply 

to every man who is irrational and a slave to his passions, being truly a divine oracle, "Upon thy breast and 
upon thy belly shalt thou go" [Genesis 3:14]; for anger has its abode about the breast, and the seat of desire 
is in the belly. But the foolish man proceeds always by means of the two passions together, both anger and 
desire, omitting no opportunity, and discarding reason as his pilot and judge. 

On the Migration of Abraham  
  
Therefore this is the literal meaning of the text; but if we look to the real meaning, then the garment of 

skins is a figurative expression for the natural skin, that is to say, our body; for God, when first of all he 
made the intellect, called it Adam; after that he created the outward sense, to which he gave the name of 
Life. In the third place, he of necessity also made a body, calling that by a figurative expression, a garment 
of skins; for it was fitting that the intellect and the outward sense should be clothed in a body as in a 
garment of skins; that the creature itself might first of all appear worthy of divine virtue; since by what 
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power can the formation of the human body be put together more excellently, and in a more becoming 
manner, than by God? on which account he did put it together, and at the same time he clothed it; when 
some prepare articles of human clothing and others put them on; but this natural clothing, contemporary 
with the man himself, namely, the body, belonged to the same Being both to make and to clothe the man in 
after it was made. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, I  
  
When the mind which is in us, and let it be called Adam, meeting with the outward sense, according to 

which all living creatures appear to exist (and that is called Eve), having conceived a desire for connection, 
is associated with this outward sense, that one conceives as in a net, and hunts after the external object of 
outward sense naturally. For by means of the eyes it arrives at a conception of colour, by the ears it 
conceives sound, by the nostrils it arrives at a conception of smells, of flavours by the organs of taste, and 
of all substance by those of touch; and having thus conceived it becomes pregnant, and immediately it is in 
labour, and brings forth the greatest of all the evils of the soul, namely, vain opinion, for it conceives an 
opinion that everything that it has seen, that it has heard, that it has tasted, that it has smelled, or that it has 
touched, belongs to itself, and it looks upon itself as the inventor and creator of them all. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
Why God places a cherubim in front of the Paradise, and a flaming sword, which turned every way, to 

keep the way of the tree of life? [Genesis 3:24] 
The name cherubim designates the two original virtues which belong to the Deity, namely, his creative 

and his royal virtues. The one of which has the title of God, the other, or the royal virtue, that of Lord. Now 
the form of the creative power is a peaceable, and gentle, and beneficent virtue; but the royal power is a 
legislative, and chastising, and correcting virtue. Moreover, by the flaming sword he here symbolically 
intimates the heaven: for the air is of a flaming color, and turns itself round, revolving about the universe. 

Therefore, all these things assumed to themselves the guardianship of the Paradise, because they are the 
presidents over wisdom, like a mirror; since, to illustrate my meaning by an example, the wisdom of the 
world is a sort of mirror of the divine virtues, in the similitude of which it was perfected, and by which the 
universe and all the things in it are regulated and arranged. But the way to wisdom is called philosophy (a 
word which means the love or the pursuit of philosophy). And since the creative virtue is endued with 
philosophy, being both philosophical and royal, so also the world itself is philosophical. 

Some persons however have fancied that it is the sun which is indicated by the flaming sword; because, 
by its constant revolutions and turnings every way, it marks out the seasons of the year, as being the 
guardian of human life and of everything which serves to the life of all men. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, I  
  
Why in Adin, or Eden, is God said to have planted the Paradise towards the east? [Genesis 2:8] 
This is said in the first place because the motion of the world proceeds from the rising of the sun to its 

setting. And it first exists in that quarter from which it is moved; secondly, because that part of the world 
which is in the region of the east is called the right side; and that which is in the region of the west is called 
the left side of the world. 

Moreover the poet [Homer] bears witness to this, calling the birds from the east dexteras or right, and 
those on the west sinistras or left; when he says, whether they go to the right to the day and to the sun, or 
whether they go to the left towards the dusky evening. 

Why did God place man whom he had created in the Paradise, but not that man who is after his own 
image? [Genesis 2:15] 

Some persons have said, when they fancied that the Paradise was a garden, that because the man who 
was created was endowed with senses, therefore he naturally and properly proceeded into a sensible place; 
but the other man, who is made after God's own image, being appreciable only by the intellect, and 
invisible, had all the incorporeal species for his share; but I should rather say that the paradise was a 
symbol of wisdom, for that created man is a kind of mixture, as having been compounded of soul and body, 
having work to do by learning and discipline; desiring according to the law of philosophy that he may 
become happy; but he who is according to God's own image is in need of nothing, being by himself a 
hearer, and being taught by himself, and being found to be his own master by reason of his natural 
endowments. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, I  
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Eternity 
  
Now things to come are hidden in the shade of future time, sometimes at short, and sometimes at long 

distances. But God is the artificer of time as well. For He is father of its father; and time's father is the 
cosmos, which manifests its motion as the genesis of time; so that time holds to God the place of grandson. 

For this cosmos is the Younger Son of God, in that it is perceptible to sense. The Son [Logos] who's 
older than this one, He hath declared to be no one perceivable by sense, for that he is conceivable by mind 
alone. But having judged him worthy of the elder's rights, He hath determined that he should remain with 
Him alone. 

"This cosmos, then, the Younger Son, the sensible, being set a-moving, has caused time's nature to 
appear and disappear; so that there nothing is which future is with God, who has the very bounds of time 
subject to Him. For it is not time, but time's archetype and paradigm, Eternity (or Aeon), which is His life. 
But in Eternity nothing is past, and nothing is future, but all is present only." 

Quoted in "Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 
  
 

Evil 
  
Ignorance, therefore, being but a slight and also an involuntary calamity, admits of a cure which is 

neither difficult nor troublesome, namely instruction. But, wickedness being a voluntary disease of the soul, 
admits of no remedy but such as is difficult, and almost impossible. 

Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  
  
 

Experience, of the higher 
  
[Commenting on Gen. xviii, 2: "And he lifted up his eyes and looked, and, lo, three men stood by 

him"]: 
‘He lifted up his eyes’, not the eyes of his body, for God cannot be seen by the senses, but by the soul 

alone; for at a fitting time He is discovered by the eyes of wisdom. 
Now the power of sight of the souls of the many and unrighteous is ever shut in, since it lies dead in 

deep sleep, and can never respond and be made awake to the things of nature and the types and ideas within 
her. But the spiritual eyes of the wise man are awake, and behold them; nay, they are sleeplessly alert, ever 
watchful from desire of seeing. 

Wherefore it is well said in the plural, that he raised not one eye, but all the eyes that are in the soul, so 
that one would have said that he was altogether all eye. Having, then, become the eye, he begins to see the 
holy and divine vision of the Lord, in such a fashion that the one vision appeared as a trinity, and the trinity 
as a unity. 

Quoted in "Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 
  
 

Eye(s) 
  
For what the mind is in the soul, that the eye is in the body. For each of them sees, the one beholding 

those existing things which are perceptible only to the intellect, and the other those which are perceptible to 
the external senses. 

On the Creation  
  
 

First-hand accounts, Greece/Rome/Alexandria 
  
Sometimes, when I have come to my work empty, I have suddenly become full, ideas being in an 

invisible manner showered upon me, and implanted in me from on high; so that through the influence of 
divine inspiration I have become filled with enthusiasm, and have known neither the place in which I was 
nor those who were present, nor myself, nor what I was saying, nor what I was writing, for then I have been 
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conscious of a richness of interpretation, an enjoyment of light, a most keen-sighted vision, a most distinct 
view of the objects treated, such as would be given through the eyes from the clearest exhibition.  

  
 

Food 
  
Men who are sober and contented with a little are wise, and that those who are continually filling 

themselves with meat and drink are the least sensible, as if their reasoning faculties were drowned by the 
quantity which they swallow. 

On Providence (fragment II)  
  
 

Friendship 
  
A facility of change must of necessity belong to man, by reason of the unsteadiness of external 

circumstances. Accordingly we thus oftentimes, after we have chosen friends, and have associated with 
them for some time, though we have nothing to accuse them of, turn away from them with aversion as 
enemies. 

Quoted by St. John of Damascus in 'The Parallels'  
  
For every fool is outside of friendship, even though he may not depart for one moment from daily 

association with people. But every wise man is within friendship, even if he is dwelling at a distance, not 
merely in a different country, but in another climate and region of the world. For a friend is so near to one 
as to differ in no respect from one's own soul. 

Who is the Heir of Divine things  
  
For this was an admirable saying [eg. Cicero De Amic. 16] which was in vogue among the ancients, that 

one must enter into friendships without at the same time being blind to the possibility that it may be turned 
into enmity, and that one must repel an enemy as if he may hereafter become a friend, in order that each 
man might, through this consideration, lay up something in his own soul which might conduce to his safety, 
and might not, being laid completely bare and defenseless, in word and in deed repent of his too great 
facility of temper, blaming himself when there is no need of any such thing. 

On the Virtues  
  
We ought to look upon those men as our friends who are inclined to assist us, and to requite our 

kindnesses with kindness, even if they are destitute of power; for friendship is a thing which is seen more in 
moments of necessity, than in a steady conjunction or union of dispositions. So that in the case of each 
person who unites with another in an association of friendship, one may apply the expression of Pythagoras 
to him, and say, "A friend is a second I." 

Quoted by St. John of Damascus in 'The Parallels'  
  
 

Giving, and receiving 
  
When the one stands in need of something, and the another serves him, then he who serves is more 

worthy of credit than he who requires to be served. 
Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  

  
 

God 
  
But God distributes his good things, not like a seller vending his wares at a high price, but he is inclined 

to make presents of everything, pouring forth the inexhaustible fountains of his graces, and never desiring 
any return; for he has no need of anything, nor is there any created being competent to give him a suitable 
gift in return. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
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For God cannot be circumscribed, nor are his powers capable of being defined by lines, but he himself 
measures everything. His goodness therefore is the measure of all good things, and his authority is the 
measure of things in subjection, and the Governor of the universe himself, is the measure of all things to the 
corporeal and incorporeal. 

Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  
  
God ceases not from acting: as to burn is the property of fire, so to act is the property of God. 

Quoted in "Mystical Element of Religion", by von Hügel, from Legg. Alleg. I.3  
  
Take this sun, which is perceptible by our outward senses, do we see it by any other means than by the 

aid of the sun? And do we see the stars by any other light than that of the stars? And, in short, is not all 
light seen in consequence of light? And in the same manner God, being his own light, is perceived by 
himself alone, nothing and no other being co-operating with or assisting him, or being at all able to 
contribute to the pure comprehension of his existence; therefore those persons are mere guessers who are 
anxious to contemplate the uncreated God through the medium of the things which he created, acting like 
those persons who seek to ascertain the nature of the unit through the number two, when they ought, on the 
other hand, to employ the investigation of the unit itself to ascertain the nature of the number two; for the 
unit is the first principle. 

But these men have arrived at the real truth, who form their ideas of God from God, of light from light. 
On Rewards and Punishments  

  
 

God, as being itself 
  
God is not of a nature to be described, but only to be. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
 

God, as creator 
  
Again, besides these arguments, if all things, say they, were destroyed by fire, then what will God have 

to do during all that time, except absolutely nothing? And is it not reasonable to say so? For at present, he 
overlooks and presides over everything, and regulates everything like a genuine father, and if one is to say 
the truth, he guides and directs everything in accordance with right reason. But if everything is destroyed, 
then he will have an existence which will be rendered absolutely miserable, by inactivity and irremediable 
want of employment; than which what idea can be more absurd? I hesitate to add, what it would be impious 
to say, that death will ensue to God if absolute inactivity falls to his lot; for if you take away the perpetual 
motion of the soul, then you will beyond all question also destroy the soul itself. And the soul of the world, 
in the opinion of those who maintain the opposite doctrine, is God. 

On the Eternity of the World  
  
However, this argument also is a most demonstrative one, on which I know that vast numbers of 

philosophers pride themselves as one most accurately worked out, and altogether irresistible; for they 
inquire what reason there is for God's destroying the world. For if he destroys it at all he must do so either 
with the intention of never making a world again, or with the object of creating a second fresh one; now the 
former idea is inconsistent with the character of God; for it is proper to change disorder into order, and not 
order into disorder: in the second place, it is so because it would give rise to repentance, which is an 
affliction and a disease of the soul. 

For he ought either never to have created a world at all, or else, if he judged that it was a fitting 
employment for him, he ought to have been pleased with it after it was made. But the second reason 
deserves no superficial examination; for if he were intending to make another world instead of that which 
exists at present, then of necessity this second world that would be made, in that case, would be either 
worse than, or similar to, or better than the first; everyone of which ideas is inadmissible; for if the new 
world is to be worse than he former, then the maker must be also worse: but all the works of God are 
without blemish, beyond all reproach and wholly faultless, inasmuch as they are wrought with the most 
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consummate skill and knowledge. But it is consistent with the character of, and becoming to God to give 
form to what is shapeless, and to invest what is most ugly with admirable beauty. 

Again, if the new world is to be exactly like the old one, then the maker is only wasting his labor, and 
differs in no respect from infant children who, very often while playing on the sea shore raise up little 
mounds of sand, and then pull them down again with their hands and destroy them; for it would have been 
much better than making another world exactly like the former, neither to take anything from, nor to add 
anything to, nor to change either for the better or for the worse, what existed originally, but to let it remain 
just as it was. 

If, on the other hand, he is about to make a world better than the former one, then the maker too must be 
better than the maker of the former world, so that when he made the former world he was inferior both in 
his skill and in his intellect, which is impious even to imagine, for God is at all times equal and similar to 
himself, being neither capable of any relaxation which can make him worse, nor of any extension which 
can make him better. Men, indeed, do admit of such inequalities in either direction, being naturally liable to 
alter either for the better or for the worse, and continually admitting of increase, and advance, and 
improvement, and everything contrary to these states; and besides this, the works of us who are but mortal 
men may very appropriately be perishable, but the works of the immortal must in all consistency and 
reason be likewise imperishable, for it is natural that what is made should resemble the nature of the maker. 

Concerning the World  
  
Of all created things some are created by God, and through him: some not indeed by God but yet 

through him: and the rest have their existence both by him and through him. 
Allegorical Interpretation, I  

  
 

God, as rest and peace 
  
Know then, O excellent man, that God alone is the truest, and most real, and genuine peace, and that 

every created and perishable essence is continual war. 
For God is something voluntary, and mortal essence is necessity. Whoever, therefore, is able to forsake 

war, and necessity, and creation, and destruction, and to pass over to the uncreated being, to the immortal 
God, to the voluntary principle, and to peace, may justly be called the abode and city of God. Do not, 
therefore, consider it a different thing whether you speak of the sight of peace or the sight of God, as they 
are the same thing; because peace is not only the companion but also the chief of powers of the living God, 
which are distinguished by many names. 

On Dreams, bk. 2  
  
 

God, as wrathful, vengeful or evil 
  
God causes the violent storms of wind and rain which we see, not for the injury of those who traverse 

the sea, as you fancied, or of those who till the earth, but for the general benefit of the whole of the human 
race, for with his water he cleanses the earth, and with his breezes he purifies all the regions beneath the 
moon, and by the united influence of both he nourishes and promotes the growth and brings to perfection 
both animals and plants. And if at times these things do injure those who put to sea or who till the land at 
unseasonable moments, it is not to be wondered at, for these men are but a small portion of the human race, 
and the care of God is exerted for the benefit of all mankind. 

On Providence (fragment II)  
  
God said, "Let us make man," which expression shows an assumption of other beings to himself as 

assistants, in order that God, the governor of all things, might have all the blameless intentions and actions 
of man, when he does right attributed to him; and that his other assistants might bear the imputation of his 
contrary actions. 

On the Creation  
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Heaven, must always be a connection to 
  
Humanity’s sages have their bodies based on earth; but for their souls they have made them wings. 

Dwelling in cosmos as their city, they are the true world citizens. Such sages, though few in number, 
secretly keep alive the hidden spark of wisdom throughout the cities of the world in order that virtue may 
not be absolutely quenched and vanish from our human kind. 

‘De Septenario’  
  
 

Help, from God 
  
Flee, O ye wretched men, to Him who is the only physician for the diseases of the soul, and discard all 

this falsely called assistance which ye are seeking to find in the creature who is subject to the same 
sufferings as yourselves. 

Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  
  
 

Helping others 
  
Many persons endeavor to bring upon others, what is exactly contrary to the benefits which they have 

themselves received; for either, having themselves become rich, they prepare poverty for others, or having 
arrived at a high degree of honor and reputation, they become to others the causes of dishonor and infamy: 
but it is right rather that the wise and prudent man should, to the best of his power, endeavor to bring his 
neighbors also into the same condition; and that the temperate man should seek to make others temperate, 
the brave man to make others courageous, the righteous man to make others just, and in short every good 
man ought to try to make everyone else good; for these qualities are, as it seems, powers, which the 
virtuous man will cling to as his own; but infirmity and weakness, on the contrary, are inconsistent with a 
virtuous character. 

On the Virtues  
  
 

Humans, as servants of others, God 
  
"Say not," says he [Moses], "my own might, or the strength of my right hand has acquired me all this 

power, but remember always the Lord thy God, who giveth thee the might to acquire power." 
Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  

  
 

Humans, makeup, nature of 
  
And besides what has be already said, the growth of men from infancy to old age, when measured by 

the number seven, displays in a most evident manner its perfecting power; for in the first period of seven 
years, the putting forth of the teeth takes place. And at the end of the second period of the same length, he 
arrives at the age of puberty: at the end of the third period, the growth of the beard takes place. The fourth 
period sees him arrive at the fullness of his manly strength. The fifth seven years is the season for marriage. 
In the sixth period he arrives at the maturity of his understanding. The seven period is that of the most rapid 
improvement and growth of both his intellectual and reasoning powers. The eighth is the sum of the 
perfection of both. In the ninth, his passions assume a mildness and gentleness, from being to a great degree 
tamed. In the tenth, the desirable end of life comes upon him, while his limbs and organic senses are still 
unimpaired: for excessive old age is apt to weaken and enfeeble them all. 

As Solon, the Athenian lawgiver, described in these verses: 
In seven years from th' earliest breath, 
The child puts forth his hedge of teeth;  
When strengthened by a similar span,  
He first displays some signs of man.  
As in a third, his limbs increase,  
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A beard buds o'er his changing face.  
When he has passed a fourth such time,  
His strength and vigour's in its prime.  
When five times seven years o'er his head  
Have passed, the man should think to wed;  
At forty two, the wisdom's clear  
To shun vile deed of folly or fear:  
While seven times seven years to sense  
Add ready wit and eloquence.  
And seven years further skill admit  
To raise them to their perfect height.  
When nine such periods have passed,  
His powers, though milder grown, still last;  
When God has granted ten times seven,  
The aged man prepares for heaven. 

On the Creation  
  
Every man in regard of his intellect is connected with divine reason, being an impression of, or a 

fragment or a ray of that blessed nature; but in regard of the structure of his body he is connected with the 
universal world and is composed of the same materials as the world. 

On the Creation  
  
 

Identification, attachment 
  
But if you were to become changed and to become possessed of the senses which you ought to have, 

you would then affirm that everything was the property of God, not of yourself, all conceptions, all 
knowledge, all art, all speculation, all particular reasonings, all the outward senses, and all the energies of 
the soul, whether exerted by them or without them; and if you leave yourself throughout the whole of your 
life without any instructor, and without any teaching, you will be a slave for ever to harsh mistresses, such 
as vain opinions, appetites, pleasures, acts of injustice, follies, and erroneous conceptions. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
 

Immortality 
  
And for things sprung from earth, they must 
Return unto their parent dust, 
While those from heavenly seed which rise 
Are borne uplifted to the skies. 
Nought that has once existed dies, 
Though often what has been combined 
Before, we separated find, 
Invested with another form. 

Concerning the World (quoting one of the tragic poets)  
  
But man has been assigned the most pre-eminent position among the animals, being, as it were, a near 

relation of God himself, and akin to him in respect of his participation in reason; which makes him 
immortal, although he is liable to death. 

The Special Laws, IV  
  
 

Judgment, Last 
  
Again, there is this assertion made by some of those who diligently employ themselves in investigating 

truth which appears to me to be a sufficiently felicitous one; if the world is destroyed it will either be 
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destroyed by some other efficient cause, or by God; now there is certainly nothing else whatever from 
which it can receive its destruction, for there is nothing whatever which it does not surround and contain; 
but that which is surrounded and confined within something else is manifestly inferior in power to that 
which surrounds and confines it, by which it is therefore mastered; on the other hand, to say that it is 
destroyed by God is the most impious of all possible assertions; for God is the cause not of disorder, and 
irregularity, and destruction, but of order, and beautiful regularity, and life, and of every good thing, as is 
confessed by all those whose opinions are based on truth. 

On the Eternity of the World  
  
 

Law, of Seven 
  
The number seven is also the first number which is compounded of the perfect number, that is to say of 

six, and of the unit. And in some sense the numbers which are below ten are either generated by, or do 
themselves generate those numbers which are below ten, and the number ten itself. But the number seven 
neither generates any of the numbers below ten, nor is it generated by any of them. On which account the 
Pythagoreans compare this number to the Goddess always a virgin who was born without a mother, 
because it was not generated by any other, and will not generate any other. 

Allegorical Interpretation, I  
  
 

Laws, are different for animals 
  
For this point has been long agreed upon among all the most eminent historians and philosophers, who 

have all said that nature is the mother of the irrational animals, and the stepmother of men, perceiving the 
bodily weakness of men, and the surpassing strength of brute animals in everything. 

The Posterity and Exile of Cain  
  
 

Learning 
  
It is useful to be warned by the misfortunes of others. 

Quoted by St. John of Damascus in 'The Parallels'  
  
The wise, therefore, take God for the teacher and instructor; and those who are less perfectly initiated in 

wisdom take the wise men for theirs. 
Who is the Heir of Divine things  

  
 

Life, as a dream or illusion 
  
And this dream, to speak the truth, is the life of man; for as in the visions which appear to us in sleep, 

which seeing we do not see, and hearing we do not hear, and walking we do not walk, and while appearing 
to exert other motions or to win other positions we are not in reality in any such motions or positions; but 
they are mere empty fancies without any truth in them, and in like manner the fancies which occur to 
waking people resemble the dreams of sleepers. They have come, they have departed; they have appeared, 
they have disappeared; before they could be scarcely comprehended they have flown away. And let 
everyone who dreams in this way inquire within himself and he will find a proof of these things within, and 
without any proofs from me he will know the truth of what I say, especially if he happens to be at all an old 
man. He was at one time an infant, and after that a child, and then a boy, and then a youth, and 
subsequently a young man, and then a man, and last of all an old man, but he was not all these things at the 
same time. Did not the infant disappear before the child and the child before the boy, and the boy before the 
youth, and the youth before the young man and the young man before the full-grown man, and the man in 
the prime of life before the old man? and did not old age disappear in death? Perhaps, also, every one of the 
different ages of life yields in vigor to the one which comes next to it, and so dies before its time, nature by 
these means teaching us not to fear the death which comes upon all men, inasmuch as we have found it 
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easy to bear the previous deaths, the death that is of the infant, child, boy, youth, and young man, full 
grown man, not one of whom exist any longer when old age has arrived. 

And are not all the other things, relating to the body, dreams? Is not beauty an ephemeral thing, wasting 
away almost before it comes to its prime? And is not health an unsure thing by reason of the wickednesses 
which lie in wait to upset it? Again, is not strength a thing easily destroyed by diseases arising from 
innumerable causes? and is not the accuracy of all our outward senses easily overturned by the entrance of 
any vicious humor? As to external things, who is there who is ignorant of the uncertainty of them? In one 
day vast riches have often come absolutely to nothing. Numbers of persons who have been of the highest 
consideration, and who have enjoyed the highest honors that the earth affords, have come into disrepute 
from causes which they neglected or despised. The most mighty powers and authority of kings have been 
overthrown, and have disappeared in a very brief moment of time. 

On Joseph  
  
 

Life, as troubles 
  
But man, being never settled firmly in the same place, admits of different changes at different times, 

and being tripped up, miserable man that he is (for, in fact, his whole life is one continued stumble), he 
meets with a terrible fall. 

On the Change of Names  
  
 

Love, of the world (money, power etc.) 
  
And in truth I am not found to be the governor of the outward senses, or perhaps I may even turn out to 

be their slave, following where they lead me, to colours, to shapes, to sounds, to smells, to flavours, or to 
other kinds of substances. By all which I think it is shown that we have the use of possessions which in 
reality belong to others, and that neither glory, nor riches, nor honours, nor authority, nor anything else 
which concerns our bodies or souls is really our own, nor indeed even life itself. 

But having the use of these things, if we are judicious and prudent, we shall take care of them as 
possessions of God, being well aware beforehand that it is the law, that the master, whenever he pleases, 
may reclaim his own property. For by these considerations we shall diminish our grief for the deprivation 
of such things. But now, men in general, thinking that everything is really their own property, are in a 
moment afflicted with extraordinary grief at the absence or loss of any thing. It is, therefore, not only true, 
but a thing also which most especially tends to consolation, to consider that the world and all the things in 
the world are the works and the property of him who created them. And his own work, he who is its real 
possessor, gives to others, because he has no need of it himself. But he who uses it has no property in it, 
because there is one Lord and master of all things, who says most truly, "All the earth is mine," a saying 
which is equivalent to—every created thing is mine; and "they are all strangers and sojourners in my sight." 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
Beware, then, lest when you see a man accomplishing without difficulty all the objects which he 

endeavors to effect, you admire him as a prosperous man; take care rather to pity him as a very unfortunate 
one, because he passes his whole life in a perfect destitution of virtue and a great abundance of vice. 

On the Confusion of Tongues  
  
For money is to a good man a cause of good things, and to a bad man, as someone has said, it is a cause 

of bad things. And again, high rank makes the wickedness of a fool more conspicuous, but it renders the 
virtue of the just man more glorious. 

Noah's Work as a Planter  
  
It is said of some man of old time, that when he saw a sumptuous procession properly equipped passing 

by, he looked towards one of his acquaintances and said, "My friends, see how many things there are of 
which I have no need," in a very few words uttering what was truly a great and heavenly boast. What do 
you say? 

On the Unchangeableness of God  
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Memory 
  
At all events there is an old saying often quoted, originally invented by wise men, but, as is often the 

case, handed down in succession to future ages, and one which has not escaped our ears, which are always 
greedy of instruction, and it is to this effect, "When," say they, "the Creator had finished the whole world, 
he asked of one of his ministers, whether he felt that any thing was wanting which had not been created. 
And he replied, that every thing everywhere was perfect and complete; but that he wished for one thing 
only, namely for reason, which should be able duly to praise it all, and which should not so much praise as 
give an accurate account of the exceeding excellence existing throughout, even in these things which 
appeared the most unimportant and the most obscure; for he said that an exact account of the works of God 
was their most complete and adequate panegyric, since they required no addition of external things to set 
them forth, but were of such a character that the bare plain truth was their most perfect encomium." And 
when the Father had heard what he said he praised it all, and at no distant time produced a race, which 
should be capable of receiving all learning, and of composing hymns of praise, producing them from one of 
the faculties existing around him, the virgin memory, whose name men in general distort and call her 
Mnemosyne. 

Noah's Work as a Planter  
  
 

Mercy 
  
As the psalmist has said somewhere, "My song shall be of mercy and judgment." [Psalm 100:1] For 

God mingles mercy with his justice, which he exercises towards the good actions of even the unworthy; 
and he not only pities them while judging, but judges them while pitying them, for mercy is older than 
justice in his sight, inasmuch as he knew the man who deserved punishment, not after he had passed 
sentence on him, but also before sentence. 

On the Unchangeableness of God  
  
 

Microcosm, man as a 
  
Thus some men have felt confidence even to declare that the smallest of animals, man, is equal to the 

whole world, considering that each of them consists of a body and a rational soul, so that, using a figurative 
expression, they have called man a little world, and the world a large man. And in teaching this they are not 
very wide of the mark, but they know that the art of God according to which he created all things, admitting 
neither any extraordinary intensity nor any relaxation; but always remaining the same, made every single 
existing thing perfection, the Creator employing all numbers and all the ideas which tend to perfection. 

Who is the Heir of Divine things  
  
 

Mind 
  
As the face is the dominant portion of the body, so also is the mind the dominant portion of the soul. It 

is into this alone that God breathes; but the other parts, the sensations, the power of speech, and the power 
of generation, he does not think worthy of his breath, for they are inferior in power. By what then were 
these subordinate parts inspired? beyond all question by the mind; for of the qualities which the mind has 
received from God, it gives a share to the irrational portion of the soul, so that the mind is vivified by God, 
and the irrational part of the soul by the mind; for the mind is as it were a god to the irrational part of the 
soul, for which reason Moses did not hesitate to call it "the god of Pharaoh." 

Allegorical Interpretation, I  
  
For of all the faculties which exist in us, the mind alone, as being the most rapid in its motions of all, 

appears to be able to outrun and to pass by the time in which it originates, according to the invisible powers 
of the universe and of its parts existing without any reference to time, and touching the universe and its 
parts, and the causes of them. 

The Worse Attacks the Better  
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For the beauty of the body consists in symmetry of parts, and in a good complexion, and a healthy 
firmness of flesh, having also but a short period during which it is in its prime; but the beauty of the mind 
consists in a harmony of doctrines and a perfect accord of virtues, which do not fade away or become 
impaired by lapse of time, but as long as they endure at all are constantly acquiring fresh vigor and renewed 
youth, being set off by the preeminent complexion of truth, and the agreement of its words with its actions, 
and of its actions with its words, and also of its designs with both. 

On the Life of Moses, II  
  
For the mind is the sight of the soul, shining transcendently with its own rays, by which the great and 

dense darkness which ignorance of things sheds around is dissipated. 
On the Unchangeableness of God  

  
It is the mind which is the eye of eyes, the hearing of hearing, and the more pure external sense of each 

of the external senses, using them as ministers in a court of justice, and itself deciding on the nature of the 
objects submitted to it, so as to approve of some and to reject others. 

Preliminary Studies  
  
Of existing things, there are some which partake neither of virtue nor of vice; as for instance, plants and 

irrational animals; the one, because they are destitute of soul, and are regulated by a nature void of sense; 
and the other, because they are not endowed with mind of reason. But mind and reason may be looked upon 
as the abode of virtue and vice; as it is in them that they seem to dwell. 

On the Creation  
  
The mind is man in man, the better in the worse, the immortal in the mortal. 

Preliminary Studies  
  
 

Mouth 
  
The principal and dominant part in an animal is the head and that has seven most necessary divisions: 

two eyes, an equal number of ears, two channels for the nostrils, and the mouth to make up seven through 
which as Plato says, mortal things find their entrance, and immortal things their exit. For into the mouth do 
enter meat and drink, perishable food of a perishable body; but from out of it proceed words—the immortal 
laws of an immortal soul, by means of which rational life is regulated. 

On the Creation  
  
 

Music, and musical instruments 
  
And heaven is always singing melodies, perfecting an all-musical harmony, in accordance with the 

motions of all the bodies which exist therein; of which, if the sound ever reached our ears, love, which 
could not be restrained, and frantic desires, and furious impetuosity, which could not be put an end to or 
pacified, would be engendered, and would compel us to give up even what is necessary, nourishing 
ourselves no longer like ordinary mortals on the meat and drink, which is received by means of our throat, 
but on the inspired songs of music in its highest perfection, as persons about to be made immortal through 
the medium of their ears. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
 

Mysteries, Orphic, Gnostic et al 
  
In the Lesser Mysteries, the neophytes work on the untamed and savage passions, as though they are 

softening the dough of their food with reason (logos). But the manner of preparing this divine food, so that 
it becomes the bread of life, is a mystery. 

Quoted in "Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 
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Names, and naming 
  
All the rest of the human race gives names to things which are different from the things themselves, so 

that the thing which we see is one thing, but the name which we give it is another; but in the history of 
Moses [Bible] the names which he affixes to things are the most conspicuous energies of the things 
themselves, so that the thing itself is at once of necessity its name, and is in no respect different from the 
name which is imposed on it. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
 

Nature, as a reflection of spiritual world 
  
This world perceptible by the outward senses is nothing else but the house of God. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
 

Numbers, numerology 
  
And next the heaven was embellished in the perfect number four, and if any one were to pronounce this 

number the origin and source of the all-perfect decad he would not err. For what the decad is in actuality, 
that the number four, as it seems, is in potentiality, at all events if the numerals from the unit to four [by 
addition] are placed together in order, they will make ten, which is the limit of the number of immensity, 
around which the numbers wheel and turn as around a goal. 

On the Creation  
  
For the number three when multiplied by itself so as to make nine, the oracles have pronounced to be 

the most warlike of numbers; but when one is added to it so as to complete the number ten, then they 
receive it as a friendly one. 

Preliminary Studies  
  
[Moses] says that the world was made in six days, not because the Creator stood in need of a length of 

time (for it is natural that God should do everything at once, not merely by uttering a command, but by 
even thinking of it); but because the things created required arrangement; and number is akin to 
arrangement; and, of all numbers, six is, by the laws of nature, the most productive: for of all the numbers, 
from the unit upwards, it is the first perfect one, being made equal to its parts, and being made complete by 
them; the number three being half of it, and the number two a third of it, and the unit a sixth of it, and, so to 
say, it is formed so as to be both male and female, and is made up of the power of both natures; for in 
existing things the odd number is the male, and the even number is the female; accordingly, of odd 
numbers the first is the number three, and of even numbers the first is two, and the two numbers multiplied 
together make six. It was fitting therefore, that the world, being the most perfect of created things, should 
be made according to the perfect number, namely, six: and, as it was to have in it the causes of both, which 
arise from combination, that it should be formed according to a mixed number, the first combination of odd 
and even numbers, since it was to embrace the character both of the male who sows the seed, and of the 
female who receives it. 

On the Creation  
  
 

Passover 
  
For, by the Passover, is signified the crossing over of the created and perishable being to God. 

Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  
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Perfection 
  
But the most undeniable proof of perfection is for a man to be a fugitive to God, having abandoned all 

concern for the things of creation. 
Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  

  
 

Philosophy 
  
To philosophize is nothing else but to desire to see things accurately. 

On the Confusion of Tongues  
  
 

Pleasures, indulgence 
  
But it is impossible to take hold of and to master pleasure, unless the hand be first stretched out 

[Genesis 48:14], that is to say, unless the soul confesses that all actions and all progress is derived from 
God; and attributes nothing to himself. 

Allegorical Interpretation, II  
  
Do you not see that the Creator has made some plants capable of cultivation and useful and salutary, 

and others incapable of cultivation, wild, pernicious, the causes of diseases and destruction; and animals 
too of similar variety of character, as beyond all question is the serpent, of which we are now speaking; for 
he is a destructive and deadly animal by his intrinsic nature. And as the serpent affects man, so does 
pleasure too affect the soul; in reference to which fact the serpent has been compared to pleasure. 

Allegorical Interpretation, III  
  
It is necessary for every created thing to enjoy pleasure. But the bad man flies to pleasure as to a perfect 

good, whereas the good man seeks it only as a necessity; for without pleasure nothing whatever is done 
among the human race. 

Allegorical Interpretation, II  
  
 

Prayer 
  
Who, then, is He who soweth in them their glorious progeny, if not the Father of all universal things—

the God beyond all genesis, who yet is Sire of everything that is? For, for Himself, God doth create no 
single thing, in that He stands in need of naught; but for the man who prays to have them [virtues] He 
creates all things. 

Quoted in "Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 
  
 

Prayers, hymns, exhortations, praises 
  
But as for you, O souls, who have once tasted of divine love, as if you had even awakened from deep 

sleep, dissipate the mist that is before you; and hasten forward to that beautiful spectacle, putting aside slow 
and hesitating fear, in order to comprehend all the beautiful sounds and sights which the president of the 
games has prepared for your advantage. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
Do thou, therefore, O my soul, hasten to become the abode of God, his holy temple, to become strong 

from having been most weak, powerful from having been powerless, wise from having been foolish, and 
very reasonable from having been doting and childless. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
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My good men, the best of all prayers, and the end, and proper object of happiness, is to attain to a 
likeness to God. 

The Decalogue  
  
 

Providence 
  
If one is to tell the plain truth, man is without real power in anything, never taking a firm hold of 

anything. I do not mean merely of common things, but not even of those which concern himself; neither of 
health, nor of a good condition of the outward senses, nor of soundness in respect of the other parts of his 
body, nor of his voice, nor of his presence of mind; for as to wealth, or glory, or friends, or power, or all the 
other things which depend on fortune, who is there who does not know how thoroughly unstable they are? 
So that we must of necessity confess that the supreme power over everything belongs to one being alone, 
the true Lord of all existing things. 

Quoted by St. John of Damascus in 'The Parallels'  
  
 

Reason 
  
Those who have tasted deeply of philosophy, not merely with their lips, but feasting thoroughly on its 

profound doctrines, investigating the nature of the soul, and comprehending its threefold character, and 
how it is divided into reason, and anger, and appetite, have attributed the chief post to reason as the 
principal authority, assigning to it the head as its most appropriate abode, where also the company of the 
outward senses, who are always present as the body-guards of the mind as their king, are stationed. 

The Special laws, IV  
  
 

Revelation, of arcana, spiritual truths 
  
Those who draw nigh unto God, abandoning the life of death, and sharing in immortality are the 

‘Naked’ who sacrifice all to God. Only these are permitted to see the ineffable Mysteries of God, who are 
able to cloak them and guard them from the unworthy. 

Quoted in "Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 
  
 

Riches 
  
And in his hortatory admonitions Moses recommends that those who have received the most abundant 

possession of good things should not look upon themselves as the causes of their acquisition, but should 
"remember God who gave them strength to acquire the power." [Deuteronomy 8:18] 

On Husbandry  
  
The bad man considers the acquisition of riches as the most perfect good possible; but the good man 

looks upon riches only as a necessary and useful thing. 
Allegorical Interpretation, II  

  
 

Science, criticisms of 
  
Come, then, ye who are full of arrogance, and ignorance, and of exceeding insolence, you who are wise 

in your own conceit, and who say not only that you know accurately what each thing is, but that you are 
also able to explain the causes why it is so, showing daring with great rashness, as if you had either been 
present at the creation of the world, and had actually seen how and from what each separate thing was 
made, or had been counsellors of the Creator concerning the things which were created. Come, and at once 
abandoning all other things, learn to know yourselves, and tell us plainly what you yourselves are in respect 
of your bodies, in respect of your souls, in respect of your external senses, and in respect of your reason. 
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Tell us now with respect to one, and that the smallest, perhaps, of the senses, what sight is, and how it is 
that you see; tell us what hearing is, and how it is that you hear; tell us what taste is, what touch is, what 
smell is, and how it is that you exercise the energies of each of these faculties; and what the sources of 
them are from which they originate. For do not tell me long stories about the moon and the sun, and all the 
other things in heaven and in the world, which are at such a distance from us and which are so different in 
their natures, empty-minded creatures that you are, before you examine into and become acquainted with 
yourselves; for when you have learnt to understand yourselves, then perhaps one may believe you when 
you enter into explanations respecting other things. But till you are able to tell what you yourselves are, do 
not expect ever to be looked upon as truth-telling judges or witnesses with respect to others. 

On the Migration of Abraham  
  
 

Seeking, searching, for the spiritual 
  
For if you seek God, O my mind, go forth out of yourself, and so seek for him; but if you remain in the 

substance of the body, or in the vain opinions of the mind, you are then without any real wish to search into 
divine things, even if you do put on the appearance and pretense of seeking them. If, when you search you 
will find God, is uncertain; for there have been many persons to whom he has not revealed himself, but 
they have expended a vain labour all their time. But the mere act of seeking for him is sufficient to entitle 
you to a participation in good things, for the desire for what is good, even if it fails in attaining the end 
which it seeks, does at all events always gladden the heart of those who cherish it. 

Allegorical Interpretation, III  
  
Travel also through the greatest and most perfect being, namely this world, and consider all its parts, 

how they are separated in respect of place and united in respect of power; and also what is this invisible 
chain of harmony and unity, which connects all those parts; and if while considering these matters, you 
cannot easily comprehend what you are seeking to know, persevere and be not wearied; for these matters 
are not attainable without a struggle, but they are only found out with difficulty and by means of great 
labor. 

On the Migration of Abraham  
  
 

Self, who one really is 
  
For as I am not influenced by gifts, nor by exhortations, nor by a love of honors, nor by a desire of 

power, nor by insolence, nor by a desire of seeming different from what I am, nor by intemperance, nor by 
cowardice, nor by injustice, nor by any other motive partaking of either passion or wickedness; what can, 
then, be the dominion of what I have need to fear? Surely it can only be the dominion of men. But they 
claim authority, indeed, over my body, but none at all over me; for I estimate myself by the more excellent 
part of myself, namely, by the mind in accordance with which I have determined to live, thinking but little 
of my mortal body, which sticks to me like a limpet, and even if it is injured by something or other, I shall 
not be grieved at having got rid of cruel masters and mistresses who are settled within, inasmuch as I shall 
have escaped the most formidable necessity. 

On Joseph  
  
 

Self-awareness, self-remembering, watchfulness 
  
But we ought by all means to look upon the invisible God as an unseen third party to every concealed 

action, whom it is natural to make as a witness for both parties; the receiver calling him to witness that he 
will restore the deposit when it is demanded back from him, and the other making him to see that he 
receives it back at the proper time. 

The Special Laws, IV  
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When is it then that you do not forget God? When you do not forget yourself; for if you remember your 
own nothingness in every particular, you will also be sure to remember the exceeding greatness of God in 
everything. 

Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  
  
 

Self-knowledge and self-examination 
  
"Dwell, therefore," says she, "O my child, with him," not all thy life, but "certain days;" that is to say, 

learn to be acquainted with the country of the external senses; know thyself and thy own parts, and what 
each is, and for what end it was made, and how it is by nature calculated to energize, and who it is who 
moves through those marvelous things, and pulls the strings, being himself invisible, in an invisible 
manner, whether it is the mind that is in thee, or the mind of the universe. 

Commentary on Genesis 24:55, from 'On Flight and Finding'  
  
But we must inquire how it was that after he [Adam] had given names to all the other animals, he did 

not give one also to himself. What then are we to say about this? The mind which is in each of us is able to 
comprehend all other things, but has not the capability of understanding itself. For as the eye sees all other 
things, but cannot see itself, so also the mind perceives the nature of other things but cannot understand 
itself. For if it does, let it tell us what it is, or what kind of thing it is, whether it is a spirit, or blood, so 
much whether it is a substance at all, or something incorporeal. Are not those men then simple who 
speculate on the essence of God? For how can they who are ignorant of the nature of the essence of their 
own soul, have any accurate knowledge of the soul of the universe? For the soul of the universe is 
according to our definition,—God. 

It is therefore very natural that Adam, that is to say the mind, when he was giving names to and 
displaying his comprehension of the other animals, did not give a name to himself because he was ignorant 
of himself and of his own nature. 

Allegorical Interpretation, I  
  
 

Senses, relation to spirit 
  
And as to the manner in which the mind becomes "accursed upon the earth", he adds further 

information immediately afterwards, saying: "The earth which opened her mouth to receive the blood of 
thy brother." For it is very difficult for the mouths of the outward senses to be opened and widened, as even 
when they are not open the flood of the objects appreciable only by them rushes in like an overflowing 
river, nothing being capable of resisting their evident impetuosity; for then the mind is found to be 
overwhelmed, being wholly absorbed by so vast a wave, and being utterly unable to swim against it, or 
even to raise its head above it. But it is necessary to employ all these things not so much for whatever 
objects can possibly be effected, but for those that are best; for the sight can perceive all colours and all 
shapes; but still it ought to behold only things worthy of light, and not of darkness. Again, the ear can 
receive all kinds of sounds; but some it ought to disregard; for myriads of the things that are said are 
disgraceful. Nor, O foolish and arrogant man, because nature has given you the faculty of taste, ought you 
to fill yourself insatiably with everything, like a cormorant; for there are many things not merely among 
such as are nutritious, but of those which are exceedingly so, which have, nevertheless, produced diseases 
accompanied with great suffering. 

The Worse Attacks the Better  
  
 

Sleep, spiritual 
  
Like one who has dreamed, on waking up, finds that all the motions and all the advances of the foolish 

man are also merely dreams that have no portion of truth in them, for the very mind is found to be a dream; 
and the only true doctrine is to believe in God, and to trust to vain reasonings is a mere delusion. 

Allegorical Interpretation, III  
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Soul, as empty, nothing, a vessel 
  
He who completely understands himself does also very much, because of his thorough appreciation of 

it, renounce the universal nothingness of the creature; and he who renounces himself learns to comprehend 
the living God. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
 

Soul 
  
And just consider, if you will, the great energy of the soul, for the most vigorous athlete would not be 

able to carry about a statue of himself for even a short time; but the soul, without any exertion and without 
any fatigue, carries about the statue of a man occasionally even for as long a time as a hundred years; for 
even at the end of that period it does not kill it, but only gets rid of a body which was dead from the 
beginning. And the body is evil by nature, and a thing which plots against the soul, but which is not visible 
to all men, but only to God, and to such men as are friends to God. 

'Allegorical Interpretation' III.XXII (69)  
  
 

Suffering 
  
But the special property of the created being is to suffer; and he who has previously considered how 

akin to and inevitable for man this is, will easily endure everything that befalls him, however grievous it 
may be. But if he thinks that it is inconsistent with his destiny, then, if he be oppressed with any very 
terrible calamity, he will suffer the punishment of Sisyphus, not being able to raise his head, not even ever 
so little, but being exposed to all sorts of evils coming upon him and overwhelming him, and meeting them 
all with submission and non-resistance, the passions of a degenerate and unmanly soul; for he ought rather 
to have endured with patience; still, however, resisting and striving against calamity, strengthening his 
mind, and raising a bulwark against sorrow by his own patience and fortitude, which are the most powerful 
of virtues. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
 

Talking 
  
And, in my opinion, those who have learnt to speak have also learnt to be silent, the same capacity 

teaching a man both lines of conduct. But those men who relate what they ought not, do not display the 
faculty of eloquence, but the weakness of their faculty of silence. 

The Worse Attacks the Better  
  
 

Teaching 
  
If, when a pupil is first introduced to you, and first comes to learn of you, you hasten to eradicate all his 

ignorance at once, and attempt to introduce every kind of knowledge in a lump, you will produce the 
contrary effect to that which you desire, for it will not be likely that such an eradication, having taken place 
all in a moment, will continue effectual, nor that the pupil will be able at once to contain such an abundant 
influx and overflow of instruction; but being exceedingly perplexed and troubled, he will resist both these 
operations, that of eradicating one thing and that of introducing another; but the system of taking away his 
ignorance with gentleness and moderation, and of, in the same manner, gently instilling wisdom into the 
mind, will be the causes of admitted advantage. 

Quoted in a monkish manuscript  
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Thanksgiving 
  
When you wish to give thanks to God with your mind, and to assert your gratitude for the creation of 

the world, give him thanks for the creation of it as a whole, and of all its separate parts in their integrity, as 
if for the limbs of a most perfect animal; and by the parts I mean, for instance, the heaven, and the sun, and 
the moon, and the fixed stars; and secondly the earth, and the animals, and plants which spring from it; and 
next the seas and rivers, whether naturally springing from the ground or swollen by rain as winter torrents, 
and all the things in them: and lastly, the air and all the changes that take place in it; for winter, and 
summer, and spring, and autumn, being the seasons of the year, and being all of great service to mankind, 
are what we may call affections of the air for the preservation of all these things that are beneath the moon. 

And if ever you give thanks for men and their fortunes, do not do so only for the race taken generally, 
but you shall give thanks also for the species and most important parts of the race, such as men and women, 
Greeks and barbarians, men on the continent, and those who have their habitation in the islands; and if you 
are giving thanks for one individual, do not divide your thankfulness in expression into gratitude for minute 
trifles and inconsiderable matters, but take in your view the most comprehensive circumstances, first of all, 
his body and his soul, of which he consists, and then his speech, and his mind, and his outward senses; for 
such gratitude cannot of itself be unworthy of being listened to by God, when uttered, for each of these 
particulars. 

The Special Laws, I  
  
 

Time 
  
"And on the sixth day God finished his work which he had made." It would be a sign of great simplicity 

to think that the world was created in six days, or indeed at all in time; because all time is only the space of 
days and nights, and these things the motion of the sun as he passes over the earth and under the earth does 
necessarily make. But the sun is a portion of heaven, so that one must confess that time is a thing posterior 
to the world. Therefore it would be correctly said that the world was not created in time, but that time had 
its existence in consequence of the world. For it is the motion of the heaven that has displayed the nature of 
time. When, therefore, Moses says, "God completed his works on the sixth day," we must understand that 
he is speaking not of a number of days, but that he takes six as a perfect number. 

Allegorical Interpretation, I  
  
Time, under the name of Chronos or Saturn, is looked upon as a god by the wickedest of men, who are 

desirous to lose sight of the one essential Being, on which account he says, "The time of all mankind has 
come up against me," [not in standard Bible; see Genesis 6:13] because in fact the heathen make human 
time into a god, and oppose him to the real true God. But, however, it is now insinuated, in other passages 
also of scripture, which run thus, "Time has departed to a distance from them, but the Lord is in us": just as 
if he were to say, time is looked upon by wicked men as the cause of the world, but by wise men and 
virtuous men time is not looked upon in this light, but God only, from whom all times and seasons do 
proceed. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, I  
  
 

Truth 
  
And all the controversies of philosophy are full of disagreement, since the truth escapes the intellect 

which is given to plausibilities and conjectures: for it is the very difficulty of discovering and seizing hold 
of the nature of truth that, in my opinion, has given rise to so many quarrels. 

Who is the Heir of Divine things  
  
 

Virgin, and virginity 
  
For the association of men, with a view to the procreation of children, makes virgins women. But when 

God begins to associate with the soul, he makes that which was previously woman now again virgin. Since 
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banishing and destroying all the degenerate appetites unbecoming to a human being, by which it had been 
made effeminate, he introduces in their stead genuine and perfect, and unadulterated virtues. 

On the Cherubim, pt. 2  
  
 

Virtue(s) 
  
As one of the old poets testifies, saying: 
Vice one may take in troops with ease, 
But in fair virtue's front 
Immortal God has stationed toil, 
And care, and sweat, to bar the road. 
Long is the road and steep, 
And rough at first, which leads the steps 
Or mortal men thereto; 
But when you reach the height, the path 
Is easy which before was hard, 
And swift the onward course. 

On Drunkenness  
  
For as those persons who are desirous to live must not neglect food, so too they who are anxious to 

attain to good things must pay due attention to labor, for what food is to life that labor is to virtue. 
Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  

  
In fact, the things which pollute the soul are infinite in number, and it is impossible completely to wash 

them away and to efface their stains; for there are, of necessity, left disasters which are akin to every mortal 
man, which it is natural indeed to weaken, but impossible wholly to eradicate. Does anyone therefore seek 
a just, or prudent, or temperate, or, in short, any perfectly good man, in this confused life? Be content if you 
find one who is not wholly unjust, or foolish, or intemperate, or cowardly, or who is not utterly worthless; 
for the avoidance of evil is a thing with which to be content, but the complete acquisition of the virtues is 
unattainable to any man, such as is endowed with our nature. 

On the Change of Names  
  
It is a desirable thing, indeed, to associate at once with the entire company of the virtues; but if this be 

too great an indulgence to be granted to human nature, let us be content if it has fallen to our lot to be 
connected with any one of the particular virtues, as a portion of the whole band, such as temperance, or 
courage, or justice, or humanity; for the soul may produce and bring forth some good from even one of 
them, and so avoid being barren and unproductive of any. 

On the Change of Names  
  
It is the use and enjoyment of virtue that is happiness, and not the bare possession of it. 

The Worse Attacks the Better  
  
Listen, therefore, in such a spirit as to think his words a good lesson, to this statement of the lawgiver 

[Moses], that the good man alone has a happy old age, and that he is the most long-lived of men; but that 
the wicked man is the most short-lived of men, living only to die, or rather having already died as to the life 
of virtue. 

Who is the Heir of Divine things  
  
One might fairly say of the virtues, that he who has one has them all. 

On the Life of Moses, II  
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Way, stages, signs of progress 
  
He who is still advancing and making progress is to be incited to the summit itself, and is near to the 

light which by some persons is said to be delivered to oblivion, and to be made unknown. He therefore, as 
he is making progress, does not generate bad things, nor yet good things, because he is not yet perfect; but 
he resembles that man who is neither sick nor yet thoroughly well, but who, after a long sickness, is at last 
proceeding to convalescence. 

Questions and Answers on Genesis, III  
  
 

Wisdom, as innocence and unknowing 
  
For anyone to know that he is ignorant is a piece of wisdom, just as to know that one has done wrong is 

a piece of righteousness. 
Quoted by St. John of Damascus in 'The Parallels'  

  
For is not this the crown and the prize of victory not to miss the proposed end of one's labors, but to 

arrive at that goal of prudence which is so difficult to be reached? What, then, is the object of having right 
wisdom? To be able to condemn one's own folly and that of every created being. For to be aware that one 
knows nothing is the end of all knowledge, since there is only one wise being, who is also the only God. 

On the Migration of Abraham  
  
 

Wisdom, prudence, Sophia 
  
But the wise and virtuous man is not only a blessing to himself, but he is also a common good to all 

men, diffusing advantages over all from his own ready store. For as the sun is the light of all those beings 
who have eyes, so also is the wise man light to all those who partake of a rational nature. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
The task of wisdom to investigate accurately everything that exists in nature. 

On Providence (fragment I)  
  
 

Word, as Logos 
  
But if anyone should wish to make use of naked terms, he might say that the intelligible order of things 

[the cosmos] is nothing else than the Reason (Logos) of God perpetually creating the sensible world-order. 
Quoted in "Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 

  
 

Work, summary/overview 
  
If any yearning enters into you, O Soul, of inheriting the good things of God, you must leave not only 

your ‘country’—that is the Body—and your ‘kindred’—sense-perception, and the ‘house of thy father,’ 
your Reason, but you must even run away from your Self, go out from your Self, inspired by a kind of 
prophetic afflatus, like those possessed by the Corybantic or Bacchic frenzy. For the mind in this state of 
frenzy, no longer in itself, but exalted and maddened by heavenly love, led along by the One … pulled 
upwards towards Him, while Truth goes in advance and removes impediments so that it may travel along a 
plain road—behold, this is the ‘inheritance.’  

  
One should practice being contented with a little, for this is being near God; but the contrary habit is 

being very far from him. 
Quoted in a monkish manuscript  
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Working with other people 
  
For it is accounted a most honorable thing to yield the palm to those who are superior to one's self, 

voluntarily rather than through compulsion; for it is incredible how greatly the second prize in this contest 
is superior in real dignity and importance to the first prize in the others. 

On Dreams, bk. 1  
  
He who injures a good man is in reality doing injury to himself. 

The Worse Attacks the Better  
  
I will, therefore, behave myself in an affable, and courteous, and conciliatory manner to all men, even if 

I should obtain the dominion over the whole earth and the whole sea, and especially to those who are in the 
greatest difficulties and of the least reputation, and who are destitute of all assistance from kindred of their 
own, to those who are orphaned of either or of both their parents, to women who have experienced 
widowhood, and to old men who have either never had any children at all, or who have lost at an early age 
those who have been born to them. For, inasmuch as I myself am a man, I will not think it right to cherish a 
pompous and tragedian-like dignity of manner, but I will keep myself within my nature, not transgressing 
its boundaries, but accustoming my mind to bear human events with complacency and equanimity. Not 
only because of the unforeseen changes by which things of one character assume a different appearance, 
both in the case of those in prosperity and of those who are in adversity, but also because it is becoming, 
even if prosperity were to remain unaltered and unshaken that a man should not forget himself. 

The Decalogue  
  
 

Works, actions 
  
But labor is the enemy of laziness, as it is in reality the first and greatest of good things, and wages an 

irreconcilable war against pleasure; for, if we must declare the truth, God has made labor the foundation of 
all good and of all virtue to man, and without labor you will not find a single good thing in existence 
among the race of men. For, choose whatever good thing you please, and you will find that it owes its 
existence and all its strength and solidity to labor. 

Sacrifices of Abel and Cain  
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